Large and small measurement errors
If the magnitude of measurement errors is small, then they can be assumed to be merged in the disturbance term and they will not affect the statistical inferences much. On the other hand, if they are large in magnitude, then they will lead to incorrect and invalid statistical inferences. For example, in the context of linear regression model, the ordinary least squares estimator (OLSE) is the best linear unbiased estimator of regression coefficient when measurement errors are absent. When the measurement errors are present in the data, the same OLSE becomes biased as well as inconsistent estimator of regression coefficients.
Consequences of measurement errors:
We first describe the measurement error model. Let the true relationship between correctly observed study and explanatory variables be where y is a ( ) 1 n × vector of observed values of study variables which are observed with ( 1) n × measurement error vector u . Similarly, X is a (n k × ) matrix of observed values of explanatory variables which are observed with ( ) n k × matrix V of measurement errors in . X In such a case, the usual disturbance term can be assumed to be subsumed in u without loss of generality. Since our aim is to see the impact of measurement errors, so it is not considered separately in the present case.
Alternatively, the same setup can be expressed as In case, some of the explanatory variables are measured without any measurement error then the corresponding values in V will be set to zero.
We assume that 2 ( ) 0, ( ') ( ) 0, ( ' ) , ( ' ) 0. 
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Thus X and ω are correlated. So OLS will not provide efficient result.
Suppose we ignore the measurement errors and obtain the OLSE. Note that ignoring the measurement errors in the data does not mean that they are not present. We now observe the properties of such an OLSE under the setup of measurement error model.
as X is a random matrix which is correlated with ω . So b becomes a biased estimator of β . Now we check the consistency property of OLSE. Assume
Thus b is an inconsistent estimator of β . Such inconsistency arises essentially due to correlation between and X ω . 
Methods for consistent estimation of β :
The OLSE of β which is the best linear unbiased estimator becomes biased and inconsistent in the presence of measurement errors. An important objective in measurement error models is how to obtain the consistent estimators of regression coefficients. The instrumental variable estimation and method of maximum likelihood (or method of moments) are utilized to obtain the consistent estimates of the parameters.
Instrumental variable estimation:
The instrumental variable method provides the consistent estimate of regression coefficients in linear regression model when the explanatory variables and disturbance terms are correlated. Since in measurement error model, the explanatory variables and disturbance are correlated, so this method helps.
The instrumental variable method consists of finding a set of variables which are correlated with the explanatory variables in the model but uncorrelated with the composite disturbances, at least asymptotically, to ensure consistency. 
The instrumental variable estimator of β is given by
Any instrument that fulfills the requirement of being uncorrelated with the composite disturbance term and correlated with explanatory variables will result in a consistent estimate of parameter. However, there can be various sets of variables which satisfy these conditions to become instrumental variables. Different choices of instruments give different consistent estimators. It is difficult to assert that which choice of instruments will give an instrumental variable estimator having minimum asymptotic variance. Moreover, it is also difficult to decide that which choice of the instrumental variable is better and more appropriate in comparison to other. An additional difficulty is to check whether the chosen instruments are indeed uncorrelated with the disturbance term or not.
Choice of instrument:
We discuss some popular choices of instruments in a univariate measurement error model. Consider the model 0 1 1 , , 1, 2,..., .
A variable that is likely to satisfy the two requirements of an instrumental variable is the discrete grouping variable. The Wald's, Bartlett's and Durbin's methods are based on different choices of discrete grouping variables.
Wald's method
Find the median of the given observations 1 2 , ,..., n x x x . Now classify the observations by defining an instrumental variable Z such that 1 1
Now form two groups of observations as follows.
• One group with those ' Wald's method but three grouping method generally provides more efficient estimates than two grouping method is many cases. Since the estimator uses more information, it is believed to be superior in efficiency to other grouping methods. However, nothing definite is known about the efficiency of this method.
Durbin's method
In general, the instrumental variable estimators may have fairly large standard errors in comparison to ordinary least square estimators which is the price paid for inconsistency. However, inconsistent estimators have little appeal.
Maximum likelihood estimation in structural form
Consider the maximum likelihood estimation of parameters in the simple measurement error model given by 
The likelihood function is the joint probability density function of and , 1, 2,..., 
The normal equations are obtained by equating the partial differentiations equals to zero as ( ) 
Additional information for the consistent estimation of parameters:
The parameters in the model can be consistently estimated only when some additional information about the model is available.
From equations (i) σ for its inconsistency. So it is termed as adjusted estimator also.
2.
2 u σ is known 
Reliability ratio is known
The reliability ratio associated with explanatory variable is defined as the ratio of variances of true and observed values of explanatory variables, so 
Note:
In each of the cases 1-6, note that the form of the estimate depends on the type of available information which is needed for the consistent estimator of the parameters. Such information can be available from various sources, e.g., long association of the experimenter with the experiment, similar type of studies conducted in the part, some extraneous source etc.
Estimation of parameters in function form :
In the functional form of the measurement error model, ' The normal equations are obtained by partially differentiating * L and equating to zero as ( ) 
